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Hello, I'm

Etsy shop with over 22,000 sales
Mom of four 
Lover of golden retrievers
E-commerce seller since 2012

Lauren



From "Etsy seller" to e-commerce brand
using Etsy as one tool of the trade



Why a marketplace platform

can benefit your brand and

how to make the most of it

How to harness the traffic

from Etsy to increase passive

views to your products

Funneling Etsy buyers and

fans to your own website for

future repeat orders

Marketplace Traffic Funneling
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Marketplace

Marketplaces by definition are places where users
are buying from many different sellers in one spot

Etsy has been around since 2005, and has built a
user base of over 90 million active buyers
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Benefits

Users are aware of and trust the marketplace brand

People who are searching on Etsy are looking for
something specific to buy
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Drawbacks

Your products are directly compared to other
people who are selling similar items

You are not ultimately in control of the platform
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Etsy

Originally marketed themselves as very grass roots
and artisanal, looking out for the little guy
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Multi billion dollar publicly traded company with
stock holders
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Goal: utilizing the built in traffic
from Etsy to increase overall sales in

your business



Titles
Tags
Description
Quality Score
Ambiguous other aspects of listing

The way that a buyer will find your product is
through your Etsy SEO
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Etsy SEO



Titles - Thinking like a buyer to include search
terms that your BUYER will be using to look for your
product or a product like yours
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Etsy SEO

Tags - should match the title exactly



speaking to the
customer

describing the product

returns/exchanges or
other shop info

Description
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One major difference is how your buyer is coming
into your shop
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Selling on Etsy



Positive Quality Score - clicks, favorites, purchases
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Etsy SEO

Negative Quality Score - cases, bad reviews,
infringement 



Etsy's algorithm is always changing and updated to
try new things and react to buyer behavior
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"Other"

Free shipping
Listing videos
Quick processing time for orders
Responding to messages quickly
Positive feedback

Certain things appear to help your search ranking:
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Etsy SEO

feedback loop that rewards
positive interaction

increases ranking which leads to
more traffic

more traffic = more sales
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You want to strategically think about the entire
buyer journey from finding your listing on Etsy, to
purchasing, to follow up for the next purchase
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Funneling

Purchase from Etsy ??? Purchase from your website



There are going to be buyers who are brand loyal to
Etsy and never move to your website - that is fine,
and you are reaching them where they are 
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Side Note



Packaging/Stickers
Package insert
Coupon code for future purchases

Branding
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Funneling



Social Media
QR code to your website
Email List

Touch Points
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Funneling



You cannot add people to your email list without
their permission
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Email List

You CAN integrate AWeber and send them an
email inviting them to join
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Sign up for a free account from AWeber & integrate
with your Etsy shop

Email List
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Set your confirmation message in the "list settings"

Email List
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Every so often (I do it once a week) export those
people to whatever email marketing you use for
your website, and delete them from your AWeber
list

Email List
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Social media
Behind the scenes
Creator/Artist Story
Promotions, Sales, Celebrations

Always thinking about touch points and having
multiple touch points with your customers so that
they get to know YOU & YOUR BRAND

Email List



Questions?
Let's connect

Podcast: Crickets to Cha-Chings

Website: LaurenKeplinger.com

Instagram: @lauren.keplinger

Etsy SEO Checklist: 
laurenkeplinger.com/checklist


